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trash and recycling should be separated into two separate containers.  Joseph recommended 

speaking with or emailing the custodial supervisor about ensuring trash is separated from recyclables.  

Terri added that L-39 working conditions prohibit employees from collecting cans and bottles on their 
own and turning them in for cash; recyclables belong to the college.  Joseph said the custodial 
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 HR just completed two classification studies; state law requires that job duties are reviewed from 

time to time to ensure they are up to date 

 Gearing up for recruitments 

 Learned the college will be receiving Strong Workforce funds from the state 

 Safety Committee meets quarterly; the committee has a web presence; all agendas, minutes, 
links to videos, etc., can be found online 

 Also related to the Safety Committee, a new email address (safety@hartnell.edu) has been set 
up; everyone is encouraged to send safety concerns or issues to this address 

    

7. Construction Update Joseph Reyes 

 Joseph reported: 

 The Science Building is in its final stages 

 This should be the end of Measure H funds  

 Final walkthrough was done the week of 9/5/16 

 The sculpture is being installed 

 Quad area will be addressed because due to construction, the sod is uneven; sod will be replaced 

 Furniture is being installed in all locations during the week of 9/12/16 

 Recognition plaques will be going up 

 Ribbon cutting is scheduled for Friday, 9/30/16 
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